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Testing Overview

This test plan addresses the test runs and cases constructed to verify the correct installation of this release. It includes the following batch processes:

- **LOADCTL**: To load CTL tables.
- **LOADEDB**: To load EDB tables.
- **RUN771**: To create PPP7711 & PPP7712 reports.

1. **LOADCTL: Control Table (CTL) Load**

   **Description**
   
   This job loads the DB2 CTL database.

   **Verification**
   
   Verify that the job has completed normally. Verify that all tables have been successfully loaded into the database. The table updates which are part of this release have already been applied.

2. **LOADEDB: Employee Data Base (EDB) Load**

   **Description**
   
   This job loads the DB2 EDB database.

   **Verification**
   
   Verify that the job has completed normally. Verify that all tables have been successfully loaded into the database.
3. **RUN771: Creates PPP7711 & PPP7712 Reports**

**Description**

This job runs PPP771 to create the reports PPP7711 & PPP7712

After successful run of RUN771, compare the PPP7711 and PPP7712 report output files with the release supplied report files:

PAYDIST.2062.PPP7711  
PAYDIST.2062.PPP7712

There should be no difference found in the comparison with the exception of the run date and time.